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PersonAl

project #34
by Myndi | 4/14/09 | The naming of Things tpburl.com/0n2748 
 So I think we have about 600 books, of which I’ve probably read about half. At this rate if I 
hold off buying books and can read an average of two a month, I should have enough books to 
keep me busy until about 2022. This is exactly why we put a stop to purchasing new books two 
years ago.
 I remember a day shortly after we were married, sitting in our first apartment on the floor 
in the shadow of twenty or so boxes of books. I remember Charlie turning to me, a look of 
anxiety on his face. Do you think we’re ready for this? I’ve never had to share my books.
 Both of us have coveted our books since childhood. After our family photographs and the 
first letters we exchanged, my books are my most prized possession. We combined our books 
that day, pulling all of the duplicates from the shelves and scrutinizing over which copies to 
keep and which to donate. It seems so natural now, our books mingled on the shelves together, 
but that day sticks out as a pivotal one in our relationship. Luckily combining our books was far 
less painful than we anticipated.
 The 600 books don’t include the dozen or so creative writing, sewing, and embroidery 
books that grace the shelves in my office, or the shelf full of cookbooks in the dining room. And 
if we’re being honest, this is my real weakness. Cookbooks. I can’t stop buying them. It’s pretty 
much a guarantee that I will never cook every recipe in each book and yet, every time I enter 
a bookstore, I gravitate immediately to the cookbook section. I grab a stack, find a seat, and 
begin paging through. I imagine great meals with friends in a house of our own, a picnic in the 
park on an early September night, a quiet Sunday meal with Charlie and our future children. 
What will we our Christmas breakfast ritual be? What meal will our kids request when they 
come home as adults? Just knowing the cookbooks are there is a comfort, knowing I can pull 
one down when I am in need of inspiration or want to know how to prepare the bag of ramps I 
lugged home from the farmer’s market.
 Sharing my love of cookbooks are my grandmothers and my mom and dad. My grandma 
Audrey was known to spend a Saturday morning in her chair with a cup of coffee and nice 
stack of cookbooks, ready to be paged through and flagged. After reading the newspaper in 
its entirety, she would page through her books and select something new to cook. Later that 
afternoon she would show up for dinner at our house weighed down with great loaves of 
zucchini bread, beautiful shiny puffs of meringue, and fresh berries cooked until rich and sweet. 
 Similarly my grandma Bev is the esteemed and most experienced person in the family 
kitchen. I love her for her biscuits and homemade noodles but mostly for her cakes. She is the 
cake master and in charge of all of our birthdays. On mine I request my favorite coconut cake, 
a white fluffy cake drenched in a light, sweet syrup and then topped with whipped cream and 
coconut. Her recipes were well known in the small Illinois town where my mother grew up, 
especially her whole wheat bread and strawberry rhubarb cake, or so I’m told. 
 Both of my parents are adventurous cooks in the kitchen, willing to try any recipe at least 
once. It’s a trait I am very proud to have inherited. 
 Here are a few of my favorite books and cookbooks.

Books
the fountainhead by ayn rand 
i call a book my favorite when i find myself thinking about scenes from it often. i haven’t stopped think-
ing about this book since i read it last year.
Middlesex by Jeffrey eugenides 
i finished reading this book and thought, i want to tell stories in this very way. Just like this.
east of eden by John steinbeck 
sprawling, poignant, beautiful. one of the best ever written in my opinion. 

Cookbooks
super natural Cooking 
i’ve mentioned this book before. if you’re interested in cooking with whole grains and natural sweeten-
ers, you need heidi’s sage wisdom.
Vegetarian Cooking for everyone 
i am currently cooking my way through this book. the recipes are interesting, simple, healthy, and great 
foundations for many of your own variations. 
a homemade life
part memoir and part cookbook, i swallowed this book up in three days. as a long time and loyal reader 
of orangette, i couldn’t wait for Molly’s book to be available. i can already tell that the recipes in this 
book will become instant favorites in our house. 

I could list about ten more, but I’ll leave it at that. What are your favorite books?

Blowing over differenCes
by ilana | 3/29/09 | dirt and noise  tpburl.com/f3zc7b 
 The difference between men and women is palpable on oh so many levels. To say we are 
wired differently is a gross understatement (emphasis on gross much of the time). Case in point:
 When I hear the term “blow out,” I think hair, natch.
 When Mac Daddy hears “blow out,” he thinks the score of the Carolina/Oklahoma game at 
half time. Then his mind wanders, he gets a glazed over look, and a wanton smile creeps across 
his face. His male mind replays the scene and gets stuck on the word “blow.”
 Differences indeed.

huMor

if god has a plan, 
you’re not in it
by Bokeen | 4/7/09 | My Blog is funnier Than Yours  tpburl.com/qgfdnt 
 When a religious-type is confronted with strife or tragedy, they often attribute the event 
to “God’s Plan.”  Grandpa was diagnosed with cancer?  Puppy was run over by a car?  Terrorists 
flew two airplanes into the World Trade Center?  It’s all part of the Lord’s divine plan. 
 This phenomenon is emblematic of the popularity of religion as a whole.  Followers take 
solace in the fact that there is a higher power at work, governing the workings of the world.  
If God wasn’t calling the shots, the world would descend into chaos, threatening the sheer 
existence of humankind.
 I believe that this is complete bullshit. I cannot fathom the concept that we are all pawns 
in an omnipotent being’s master plan. 
 It is pompous to believe that you could play a part in God’s plan.  Consider the key players 
in God’s plan – he’s got an excellent team with a deep bench.  What could you bring to the 
table as a mere mortal, when God has Jesus, Abraham, Moses, Noah and Barack Obama in his 
Fave 5?
 It’s not like God is frantically pacing in heaven, fretting about the next step in his Big Plan.
 “We’re going to need help to pull this off,” God remarks, “who can help us out?”
 “Great questions,” Jesus laments.  “Wait – what about Tara’s Uncle Larry?”
 The suggestion piques God’s interest.  “Tara Almeida from Buffalo?” he asks.
 “No, Tara Bailey from Chicago,” Jesus explains, “the drunken junior high janitor with the  
addiction to YouPorn.”
 “Good call, JC!” God exclaims.  “If we pull Uncle Larry into the fold, we’ll get this shit 
done.” 
 Face it: there is no Grand Master Plan.  If there were, every calamity on earth would be the 
means for God to reach his or her ultimate goal.  If natural disasters, terrorism, wars, pandemics, 
bad sitcoms and puppies being hit by cars are all part of God’s plan, God is a cold motherfucker.  
How does a religious person reconcile the fact that God – purportedly an all-knowing and 
loving entity – had shared interests with Osama bin Laden, Hitler and Jim Belushi?
 I cannot find a fundamental flaw in an individual’s faith in a higher power – religion just 
isn’t my bag.  But the world is a scary and unpredictable place.  If you insist on believing that a 
higher power causes all of the bad things that happen in the word, you are deceiving yourself.
And if you believe that your ultimate fate in life is predetermined, you are missing the point 
of life.  If there is a God, his or her greatest gift to humanity the freedom to make our own 
decisions and shape our own futures. 
 If you don’t agree with that, then your life is rather pointless. 

The TiMe i goT verBAllY AssAulTed AT heB 
uPdATed: neverMind
by The Bloggess | 4/15/09 | The Bloggess  tpburl.com/3d49zv 
 1.  Victor insulted me by implying that I didn’t know how to use a mop because I called 
him to tell him I was buying a mop since we can’t afford a maid now that I’m unemployed, and 
I started yelling at him that I did too know how to use a mop and that I’d even bought a bucket 
and some mop juice and Victor was all “Mop juice?” and I was desperately rummaging through 
my cart to find it so I could remember what normal people call it and I’m all “You know, that 
juice for your mop.  It’s like soap” and then Victor just sighed and then I got all freaked out 
because this shit never happened to me when I had an office job and a maid service and then I 
realized that now this means my maid was going to be out of a job and I was all “Oh my God, I 
CREATED THIS RECESSION” and I had a little panic attack in the middle of aisle 3.
 2.  Then when I was checking out the bagger asked me if I was “going to any teabagging 
parties today.”  Like, WTF?  And the cashier was just looking at me waiting for my response 
and I was all “Uh…no” because I was too shocked to say anything else and then I got home and 
thought maybe teabagging means something else now but no, I googled it and it still totally 
means the same thing.

 Like, I don’t even have a witty ending here to wrap things up.  I’m *that* freaked out.  
Teabagging.  I am never going back to HEB.
 UPDATED:  Hi.  I’m an idiot.  Apparently “teabagging” is a truly horribly named 
Republican rally going on around America today to protest taxes or tea or something.  
Teabagging.   Good one, Republicans.  You totally got me.
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unTil You hAd To CuT BACk BeCAuse of The CurrenT 
reCession You hAd:
by ramona | 3/31/09 | not so serious  tpburl.com/ 2vxrmt
 Everyone has suffered in the recession, but some people have suffered more than others.  
We should stop feeling equally sorry for everyone, and really dole out our sympathies to the 
people who deserve it the most.  Some people’s lives used to be really, really, ridiculously sweet, 
and now are only like four times better than average.  These people should really garner more 
tears than those whose lives started out average and are now like 1.7 times below average.  Let’s 
face it, some people just had more to lose. 
 To find out where you stand please take this short quiz:

 Now add up everything you checked, and divide that number by how many miles from 
L.A. you currently reside and that number is how much karma you need to incur before the 
rapture.

Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A private island
__A houseboat
__A raft
__A volleyball
Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A God
__A religion
__A Bible
__A conscience
Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A weekend house
__Family vacations on the Riviera
__Family vacations on the Jersey Shore
__A family
Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A stylist
__A Cavalli
__An Alexander McQueen for Target
__A closet

Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A spouse
__A significant other
__A roommate
__A Facebook page
Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A barbecue
__An oven
__A toaster
__A fire in a garbage barrel
Until you had to cut back because of the 
current recession you had:
__A compound
__A McMansion
__A double-wide
__A Polly Pocket

A guide To hAving CArToon ChArACTers As Your rooMMATe
by Craig | 4/14/09 | Puntabulous  tpburl.com/018wrh 
 So you’re living in the big city, working at the job you love, but you make crap money and 
need to make a drastic change. Either you start pimping yourself out on the streets for extra 
money, or cut costs by getting a roommate. Unfortunately, STDs have taken all the fun out of 
the sex industry, so you throw up a wall in your apartment and BAM, your tiny one bedroom 
apartment is now an even tinier two bedroom apartment. But you still need to find a roommate 
and your only choices appear to be cartoon characters and you don’t know which one to 
choose:

AdverTising

CArToon ChArACTer: velma dinkley
reAson for needing An APArTMenT:  tired of 
being the brains behind the scooby gang without 
earning any of the fame of her prettier, more media-
friendly partners, Velma decided it was time for a 
little plastic enhancement. but after some serious 
complications, the surgery only made things worse, 
and she fled the finger-pointing her small town life 
brought to seek solace amongst the other mutants 
of the big city.
Pros: she successfully accused the crotchety old 
neighbor downstairs (who’s constantly banging 
on his ceiling with a broom) of running a haunted 
amusement park embezzlement scheme, and he has 
since been detained for 15-20 years.
Cons: you constantly need to help her find her 
glasses.

CArToon ChArACTer: Pidge
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: forced 
into the world of galactic armed forces by his 
overbearing parents who wished to live out their 
own selfish fantasies, pidge truly longed to work in 
the fashion industry. unsatisfied with combining his 
love of fashion with his career in the galactic armed 
forces by being the only member of the Voltron 
force to wear a uniform that matched the color of 
their lion, pidge left the Voltron force and moved 
to the big city hoping to become the next Christian 
siriano.
Pros: since he has not reached puberty yet, pidge 
still considers girls icky (which is unlikely to change 
with the onset of puberty) so you don’t have to 
worry about late night houseguests.
Cons: has the unfortunate tendency to sneak into 
beds and clutch the left arm of unsuspecting sleep-
ers during his war night terrors.

CArToon ChArACTer: wile e. Coyote
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: after years 
of not being able to catch the elusive road runner, 
wile e. Coyote swore off all animal products and 
embraced the vegan lifestyle. along with this vegan 
lifestyle naturally came liberal political leanings and 
a general sense of elitism, so he decided to take 
residence in the most elite place he could think of, 
the big city. since an elite personality doesn’t neces-
sarily come with an elite paycheck, he needed to find 
a cheap room in a less than savory part of town.
Pros: tofutti Cuties are surprisingly delicious.
Cons: Makes snide remarks anytime you eat an 
animal product, especially poultry.

CArToon ChArACTer: soundwave
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: tired of 
constantly playing the smithers to Megatron’s Mr. 
burns, soundwave left the decepticons in the hopes 
of turning his life around for good and joining the 
autobots. he was quickly hired by optimus prime 
who subsequently had to let blaster go since two 
communications officers would not be needed, and 
soundwave had the cooler Cassettrons. unfor-
tunately for soundwave, blaster filed a wrongful 
termination based on racial bias suit against the 
autobots and was rehired. soundwave was quickly 
out of a job and hoped to make a fresh start in the 
big city.
Pros: Can provide a stereo in the event of a global 
ipod crisis.
Cons: his pets aren’t housebroken and yet coinci-
dentally have a tendency to break your house.

CArToon ChArACTer: squidward
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: a recent 
archaeological expedition stumbled upon his moai 
home, and returned it back to easter island. sponge-
bob and patrick gladly opened up their homes to 
squidward who vehemently refused and chose a 
slow and painful death in the water sparse big city.
Pros: he’s a neat freak so you don’t have to worry 
about cleaning up after his tentacleprints.
Cons: squidward can’t hide from spongebob for-
ever, and when you have spongebob as a houseg-
uest you realize he’s much more annoying in person 
than he is on tV.

CArToon ChArACTer: Judy Jetson
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: wanting 
to prove herself as a modern, independent woman 
of the future, Judy left the Jetson household and 
moved to the big city hoping to catch her big break 
as america’s next top Model. unfortunately tyra 
sent her packing at the first elimination since Judy 
could not grasp the concept of a catwalk that didn’t 
move on its own.
Pros: has met Miss. J.
Cons: is completely useless when it comes to basic 
household tasks.

CArToon ChArACTer: dr. Zoidberg
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: when dr. 
Zoidberg admits to being a doctor only to the same 
degree as Katherine heigl and annie sprinkle, he 
decides to go legitimate and earn his ged before 
moving to the big city and beginning medical 
school. luckily nyu needed to fulfill their space 
alien affirmative action requirement after Mary Kate 
dropped out.
Pros: he has no hair to forget to clean out of the 
shower drain. also, his molted shell is great for 
playing robocop.
Cons: is perplexed by the human body and tries to 
dissect you in your sleep.

CArToon ChArACTer: smurfette
reAson for needing An APArTMenT: after 
years of watching reruns of sex and the City on tbs, 
smurfette decided it was time to get away from her 
male dominated village and go to the big city and 
gain some female friends. her shock upon hearing 
people use words like “fuck” instead of “bang” was 
almost enough to send her crying back into the ten-
der arms of handy smurf, but she persevered.
Pros: screw the wall, you can set up an empty shoe 
box in the kitchen for her.
Cons: the transition from sweet smurfy living to 
the down and dirty streets of the big city has not 
been good on poor smurfette. she’s like a kid in 
a candy store, who’s never had candy before and 
gets a stomach ache from eating too much. but in 
this metaphor “candy” equals “sex” and “stomach 
ache” equals “gonorrhea.”

so whAT do You sAY? 
whiCh one is Your new 
rooMMATe?
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sexting can label your teen 
a sex offender
by Jodie Andrefski | 4/14/09 | gadgetell  tpburl.com/s4t3qr 
 In case you haven’t heard of it before, “sexting” is the term used for sending risqué photos 
of yourself electronically, usually via text message.  And apparently it has become all the rage 
with teens now-a-days.  Besides some of the obvious problems associated with this, those teens 
can also be sent to jail and officially labeled as sex offenders for doing it.
 The law is clear
 The law is pretty clear.  Child pornography is a crime.  So take a photo of someone under 
18, where he or she is nude, partially nude, or sexually explicit, and if you are the one who 
either produced, distributed, or possess that photo…guess what?  You are breaking the law.  
Even if you are only 14, and it was a photo you took of yourself to send to that cute guy you 
met online that you want to go out with.  The laws are pretty darn cut and dry and don’t 
distinguish between “traditional” child porn trafficking and sexting.  So, do it and you can 
be prosecuted on a state or federal felony level, and can even lead to being labeled as a sex 
offender.
 Trouble for teens
 And some teens have already faced charges.  This January in Pennsylvania, 6 teenagers were 
charged.  Three girls for creating child porn, and three boys (who it was sent to) for possessing 
it.  In Texas, an eighth-grader actually spent a night in prison after his coach found a nude 
picture on his cell phone which had been sent by another student.  In Wisconsin, a 17-year-
old was charged with child pornography after posting naked pictures of his girlfriend, who is a 
year younger, on the internet. In Rochester, New York, a boy aged 16 faces seven years in jail for 
circulating an image of a girlfriend to friends. 
 A 15-year-old girl in Ohio and a 14-year-old girl in Michigan were charged with felonies for 
sending along nude images of themselves to classmates.  Similar charges have been filed in cases 
in Alabama, Connecticut, Florida, New Jersey, and Utah.  Some may remember back to the case 
in Florida a few years ago where a teen couple took pictures of themselves nude, and engaged 
in “unspecified sexual behavior.”  The police got involved somehow when one of the kids sent 
the photo to the other.  They were tried in the courts and convicted for both production and 
distribution of child pornography, and the teenager who had received the image also had the 
charge of possession.  It was taken to an appeals court, and they lost.  The convictions stood. 
 Intent of the law vs. execution of the law
 The thing is, these laws are obviously created to protect children, and these same laws 
are smacking labels like “sex offender” on kids who probably just did something stupid with 
absolutely no harmful intention.  But, where do we draw the line?  Because the reality of it is, 
that once those pictures are out there…they are out there.  It’s not like you can really control 
what is done with them once they leave your phone.  So naive little Susie can send them to 
her big strong boyfriend Johnny…and big strong Johnny decides to show the picture to his 
friends and forwards it to all the guys on his football team…and they forward it to all of their 
contacts…who each stick it on their MySpace page,,,,etc. ad nauseum.  I mean, of course you 
see where this could go.  Until little Susie’s “assets” are all over the internet and she is watching 
herself superimposed on YouTube videos.
 Lots of kids are sexting
 So how many kids are sexting?  According to research studies (.pdf) where they polled 
kids…at least 20% say they have “electronically sent, or posted online, nude or semi-nude 
pictures or video of themselves.”  Kind of a scary number.  One in five.  That is a lot of underage 
photos floating around out there.  CBS legal news analyst Lisa Bloom says about the kids in 
Pennsylvania that were charged that “This is a serious felony. They could be facing many years 
in prison.” 
 But Bloom also added, “What are we going to do, lock up 20 percent of America’s teens?”
 Maybe this needs to be rethought
 And this mindset may be what is leading to the state of Vermont re-thinking the whole 
“against the law” thing when it comes to sexting.  According to State Sen. Richard Sears, 
D-Bennington:

“this isn’t an issue of whether it’s a good thing or a bad thing — i think it’s wrong — but the question 
is, do we want kids to be prosecuted, called sex offenders, etc., etc., for consensual conduct? no.”

 As a result, Vermont’s Legislature is considering a bill that, if it does end up getting 
approved, would be the first in the country to grant legal protection to teens who send “sexually 
explicit photos and videos to one another on their cell phones.”
 The bill is getting a lot of support from all kinds of different groups from lawyers, to law 
enforcement, to womens groups.  There are some that wonder though whether it crosses a line.  
They agree it is one thing for teens to experiment with sexuality, but by doing this, could we be 
protecting predators who target and exploit kids.  Kind of…wouldn’t it be better to just explain 
the dangers…explain why they shouldn’t and CAN’T do it, and that is it so that kids can’t be 
targeted and abused? 
 What do you think?  How should it be handled?  Is it no big deal, or should they keep the 
law in place to safeguard kids? If you were the one making the call…what would you rule?

PoliTiCs

today’s “party” in boston is 
weak tea
by dana houle | 4/15/09 | daily kos  tpburl.com/yvhr2w 
 On December 16th, 1773, three ships were docked in Boston harbor filled with cargoes of 
tea from the royally chartered East India Company. The previous year, in a scheme to help fund 
colonial rule in India through the East India Company, the crown had decided to dump tea 
cheaply on the American colonies, but with a tax added to raise revenue.
 American colonists drank prodigious amounts of tea, but it was almost all contraband 
tea. Dumping cheap tea on the American market would hurt the business of the contraband 
smugglers, many of whom had high status in the colonies. It also was a tax on colonial 
tea-drinkers, who had no representation in Parliament. Thus, it was taxation without 
representation.
 A crowd of about 7,000 people assembled near the harbor. That night, after a town meeting 
in Boston’s South Meeting House, around a hundred men, led by Sam Adams, boarded the 
vessels and dumped all 342 chests of tea into the harbor.
 A quick search of the intertoobz doesn’t give the population of Boston at the time. But 17 
years later, the first official US census found Boston’s population at a little over 18,000; given 
the population growth trends of the time, it’s probably safe to say that Boston’s population in 
1773 was around 15,000.
 So, for the Boston Tea Party, the crowd was a little under half the size of the entire 
population of Boston.
 Today, some people angry that they have both taxes and representation, got together in 
Boston. Fox News, which has been trumpeting these gatherings for days if not weeks, reported 
that the crowd was about 500 people. The current population of the city of Boston is over 
600,000 people, and the population of the Boston metro area is close to 5 million.
 So, fun with numbers: 

Crowd at boston tea party=7,000, equal to 46% of population of boston
Crowd at boston teabaggers’s party= 500, equal to 0.08% of population of boston.

 BTW, the original Boston Tea Party didn’t have free advertising from Fox News.

qualities of recession 
proof jobs
by Jim wang | 4/13/09 | Bargaineering  tpburl.com/4sxmyw 
 Do you know what the top ten recession proof jobs are? According to Laurence Shatkin, 
author of 150 Best Recession-Proof Jobs, they are:

1. Computer systems analysts
2. Network systems and data communications analysts
3. Network and computer systems administrators
4. Registered nurses
5. Teachers, postsecondary
6. Physical therapists
7. Physicians and surgeons
8. Dental hygienists
9. Pharmacists

10. Medical and health services managers

 Unfortunately, the list itself is useless. It’s useless because we’re already in a recession. 
The people who are looking for jobs can’t switch careers on a whim. The people who are 
working aren’t going to quit their jobs for a “recession proof” job. In that respect, they’re useless 
because you can’t act on it. Fortunately, you can learn something from it.
 What can we learn from this list? They are all jobs that are in high demand in 
industries that are crucial to our lives. With the exception of teachers, the rest are in either 
the information technology/computer systems fields or health/human systems fields. Those 
jobs are in support of systems that we all need in our daily lives. If you’re sick and financially 
strapped, you cut other things before you stop going to a clinic. Most companies can’t survive 
without their computer systems, so people go before the servers.
 Another lesson? These are all specialized careers. You can’t pull a random person off 
the street and expect them to competently perform any one of the ten jobs. When you have a 
limited supply of potential employees, the value of those employees goes up. If you’re in retail, 
you’re in trouble because anyone can fold shirts, flip burgers, or take an order at a register with 
minimal training.
 If you’re at a point where you can pick a career, try to pick one that will always be in 
demand and requires a more specialized skill-set because it will help ensure your future 
employment.
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The new eConoMY: This TiMe iT’s PersonAl
by Zane safrit | 4/13/09 | oPen forum by American express  tpburl.com/4q1h5z 
 Imagine you’re at the movies. . . oh, right, you’re cutting back. Ok. Imagine you’re 
watching a move for free on Hulu. And up comes a trailer for the newest disaster movie: The 
Recession: This Time It’s Personal. And the gravelly voice-over begins. . . (and one of the 
Watchmen jump out of the unemployment line in this trailer).
 Recession is the term economists use to describe a country where a lot of new people suffer 
what many others had been suffering until then. Before ‘they’ suffered no one, certainly not 
business media, seemed to care much.
 The “theys” that are generating the news now start with the growing unemployed. The 
official unemployment rate exceeds 8%. But that doesn’t include the under-employed, with 2-3 
part-time jobs. And, it doesn’t include those whose unemployment benefits have run out. Nor, 
does it include the hidden casualties arising from America’s backdoor layoffs, as BusinessWeek 
referred to them: Freelancers and small business owners without a paycheck. And it doesn’t 
include those whose incomes have been cut 10% here, 10% there.
 The “theys” in this story include the growing numbers of uninsured and under-insured. 
According to a CNN report, there are an estimated 25 million Americans who can’t pay the 
difference in their medical bills and what their insurance covers. That’s 25 million personal 
stories as of last month.
 How many will lead to personal bankruptcies? Nearly 50% of personal bankruptcies start 
with catastrophic healthcare costs. And that was in 2001. (And to respond to this rising figure, 
Congress passed the Orwellian titled Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection 
Act in 2005. The only ones protected here were the banks pushing usurious rates on the same 
people they would push interest-only mortgages in 2007-8.)
 Personal bankruptcies are very personal.
 Personal is the result of a hospital clinic forced to close for lack of revenues. CBS’ 60 
Minutes shared that story recently. At the end they told what’s happened to some of the patients 
just a few months after the clinic closed.
 What did we do to deserve these fates? Well, we sacrificed our dreams and vision, traded in 
their curiosity and imagination and courage, for the promise of security. We filled our roles as 
cogs on the assembly lines of the knowledge economy. That’s just an assembly line with better 
lighting for your spot in a cubicle. Same deal.
 The result: An unproductive mismatch of human talents, skills and passions with cogs and 
cubicles. A recent poll of employees found that 40% of us think our talents and skills aren’t 
matched with our jobs.
 Doubt that figure? Look at the economy.
 Who did we allow to drive our economy? The list reeks of impersonal corporate practices:

•	 Wall Street banks with products no person understood.
•	 Big Three Automakers with products no one wanted.
•	 Commercial real estate lenders hustling loans no one qualified for.

 
 Companies lost touch with customers and employees, with their values that connected 
them to their employees and customers, with creating products that had any meaning in 
anyone’s life. Even the lives of their creators.
 The fallout is personal. The cause is impersonal.
 The only solution is to make this next economy. . . the personal economy. Sounds easy, 
doesn’t it? In some respects, it will be as the desire for personal connection has been stifled for 
so long.
 However, the biggest hurdle is the distrust fostered in us by the old economy. Evan Rosen, 
author of The Culture of Collaboration recently spoke about how the old Command and Control 
economy was built on internal competition, pitting employees against each other. That fostered 
a culture of distrust, disconnection. . . an impersonal culture.
 Charlene Li, author of Groundswell, recently was quoted that the biggest challenge for 
companies implementing social media is trusting their employees. That was shared during 
a panel presentation on social media’s failure. It’s leadership’s failure. Social media only 
accelerates its revelation.
 The first step then is to undo the damage: Reinstill trust.
 Trust fosters communication, full and open and useful, communication. I’m reading 
Crucial Conversations: Tools for talking when stakes are high. You should, too. All of our 
communications now are crucial. It’s how we will reinstill trust.
 We have to reinstill trust, trust each other to sustain it, trust that truth ultimately triumphs.
 Each step, each moment, where we can build on that trust rebuilds our economy. 
That economy is built on the immovable foundation of personal relationships, personal 
communication, personal trust. That’s a personal economy.
 The new economy: this time it’s personal. 

TeCh

hotpads: smarter map-based 
search for finding housing
by Jennifer van grove | 4/13/09 | Mashable  tpburl.com/k3msgw 
 Quick Pitch: HotPads is a map-based housing search engine. Housing shoppers can find 
long term rentals, homes for sale, vacation homes, and hotels on our map-based search.
 Genius Idea: If you’re in the market for a new home, vacation property, or rental, you can 
turn to Craigslist, iList, or dozens of other online classifieds sites to help you in your search. 
But, most of these options aren’t tailored to the best search experience for your housing-
related needs. HotPads, however, keeps it simple with interactive map-based search results for 
everything from apartments to hotels and even recently foreclosed homes.

 If you can get past the off-putting name, you’ll find that HotPads provides an enjoyable 
search experience for housing and hotels. You can quickly search the map, find centers of 
housing activity, view listing details without leaving the map, and narrow search results by type, 
price range, or points of interest. With more than 300,000 rentals, 3,000,000 homes for sale, and 
a myriad of vacation and hotel listings, HotPads has got the entire residential and commercial 
landscape covered.

 Some great features of the site’s map-based approach to housing include the ability to zoom 
into precise locations for a better view of nearby venues and hot pads, demographic heat map 
overlays for info on population density and median rent prices, street, aerial, or hybrid views, 
and advanced search options to find detailed info on mortgage terms and down payments.
 We’re sold on the site and think it could prove to be a time-saving resource for finding and 
researching your next big move or out of town stay.
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the true cost of console 
ownership in 2009
by Adam frucci | 4/14/09 | gizmodo  tpburl.com/rht72j
 With the price of Wii Motion Plus bringing the cost of a full Wiimote to a whopping 
$80, we thought we’d reexamine the true cost of buying a console today. Which is truly the 
cheapest?
 We’re going to pretend we’re either a family of four or an apartment that wants a system 
loaded up with four controllers. We’ll assume you want to be able to recharge your controllers 
rather than wasting money on disposable batteries, and we’ll pick the model of each console 
that we’d recommend to a family member asking us for advice. We’ll also factor in the cost of 2 
games, because nobody buys a console without a game.
 So what’s the true cost of going out and buying a system today? Let’s find out.
 

 As you can see, the prices of all three consoles are incredibly close, and you can obviously 
fiddle with these configurations to change them. If you only want 2 controllers and are 
planning to only play Wii Sports, the Wii is still the cheapest, but a fully-loaded Xbox 360 
with a year of Live is actually cheaper than the fully-loaded Wii (although it’s the only console 
without WiFi, so add $80 if you really need that). And the PS3 is surprisingly close in price, 
thanks to its controllers having built-in batteries and its free online service. The Nintendo 
controller scheme really rockets it up in price, and it’s pretty amazing that a Wii with 4 
controllers is only $24 less than a PS3 with 4 controllers.
 So really, it comes down to what you want in a console. But it’s surprising to see that, in 
real-world prices, all three systems will set you back about the same amount, with the Xbox 360 
being the cheapest of them all even when you factor in a monthly fee for online gaming.

Playstation 3
Cost of console: $400 (80gb)
Cost of 3 extra controllers: $43 x 3 = $129
Cost of charging station: $25
Cost of 2 games: $120
Cost of hdMi cable: $3
Total: $677

wii
Cost of console: $250
Cost of 3 extra controllers: $36 x 3 = $108
Cost of 3 nunchuks: $18 x 3 = $54
Cost of 4 wii Motion Pluses: $20 x 4 = $80
Cost of charging station w/ 4 rechargeable 
batteries: $49
Cost of 2 games: $100
sd card: $12 (8gb)
Total: $653

Xbox 360
Cost of console: $300 (60gb)
Cost of 3 extra controllers: $37 x 3 = $111
Cost of 2 rechargeable batteries: $12 x 2 = $24
Cost of recharging station w/ 2 rechargeable 
batteries: $30
Cost of 2 games: $120
Cost of Xbox live membership: $43 (13 
months)
Total: $628

gAMing

nicole antoinette
www.nicoleisbetter.com
www.handsin.org

Perpetual nomad nicole Antoinette knows that 
delaying your dreams out of fear is as sensible 
as holding your breath until a turtle sprouts 
wings. Armed with that absurdly long mantra, 
nicole is constantly in pursuit of her main goal: 
to meet every single person on the planet. if 
you’re going to point out how batshit crazy 
that sounds, you don’t have to, she gets it. she 
just chooses to care more about other things, 
like whether or not it’s possible to eat an entire 
tablespoon of cinnamon or why girls insist on 
wearing leggings in place of actual pants.

nicole uses her blog, More is Better, as a way to detail her daily shenanigans and keep 
track of how many items she’s crossed off her life list. she’s glad she finally completed 
#39: send a photo holiday card, but is still waiting on the perfect moment for #75: have 
sex on a train.

in addition to meeting everyone in the world, nicole is also passionate about giving back 
to the world and has created handsin.org to do just that. handsin, which is part online 
magazine and part social network, inspires 20-somethings to connect with each other 
through volunteerism and the shared commitment to a sustainable lifestyle.

sPoTlighT

PhoTos

PhoTos

arthur dressler  | tpburl.com/1dy5mt

steven Karl Metzer  | tpburl.com/hzv480

Miles west  | tpburl.com/13p9k4

the world is full of interesting people. for each issue we pick a 
unique person to profile. share your ideas about someone to profile 
by writing profile@theprintedblog.com.

arthur dressler  | tpburl.com/1dy5mt
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PlAYlisT

underground chicago playlist
from buddy guy to smashing pumpkins to Kanye west, there’s been no shortage of 
legendary musicians to come out of Chicago.  this playlist features a fresh crop of second 
City artists selected by tpb Music editor and Chicago live Music examiner amanda nyren.  
share your favorite song with amanda at anyren@theprintedblog.com. it just might make 
the cut for our next playlist.

“Black Mags” - the Cool Kids

Somewhere between the hip hop and hipster crowds, The Cool Kids 

(Antoine Reed and Chuck Ingersoll) finds its audience.  Case in point: in 

2007, it signed with Chicago hip hop haven Chocolate Industries and 

performed among a lineup of asymmetrical haircut-sporting indie bands 

at Pitchfork Music Fest.

http://www.tpburl.com/tv23bx

“little friends” - the ponys

 Too-cool-to-care (about correct pluralization) nu-garage rock band The 

Ponys have earned comparisons to gloomier-than-thou acts The Cure 

and Joy Division. The band has yet to live up to its debut, the moderate 

critical success Laced With Romance.

http://www.tpburl.com/pjgnyk

“shake it and Break it” - devil in a woodpile

If you enjoy vocalists who sound as though they’ve become possessed 

by the spirits of Muddy Waters and Dr. John via some sort of back alley 

Nawlins voodoo ritual or just like to get down to a little tuba oompa-pa-

pa, then local blues/folk outfit Devil in a Woodpile is your band.

http://www.tpburl.com/xrbcd2

“ecology” - anni rossi

Anni Rossi’s eccentric vocals, multi-instrument talents, and unconven-

tional, but highly personal songwriting have earned her the obvious 

label of “female Andrew Bird.” All likenesses aside, Rossi is a true origi-

nal.  Her debut Rockwell, named for the street in Chicago, is a poignant 

assemblage of old and new work, showcasing her simple but beautiful 

songwriting.

http://www.tpburl.com/ym50wp

“Big Bills” - flosstradamus

Flosstradamus DJs Autobot (Curt Cameruci) and J2K (Josh Young) are 

more dance music curators than gimmicky mashup contrivers.  Whether 

at their monthly oldies night at Logan Square dive The Burlington, 

on tour with Chromeo, or performing at Coachella, Lollapalooza, and 

SXSW, the duo keeps hips shaking with the best music across all genres 

and decades.  Its recent pop-leaning collaboration with Chairlift’s Caro-

line Polacheck on “Big Bills” shows versatility.

http://www.tpburl.com/j6f758

“old friend” - disappears

Throw a pinch of Franz Ferdinand, a dash of The Killers, and a 

sprinkling of Velvet Underground into equal parts reverb-heavy guitar, 

thudding bass, and chant-like vocals, and you’ve got the recipe for 

Disappears.

http://www.tpburl.com/snj143

“obstacle 1 (kid Color’s she Can readmix)” - Kid Color

Whether you love or hate the recent proliferation of mashup DJs in 

our fair city, you can’t deny that every once in a while one of these 

disc-slingers comes up with a genius combination.  Kid Color’s layering 

of Interpol’s monotones over Jock Jams-worthy dance beats is a prime 

example.  Catch the Kid Mondays at Evil Olive’s Rehab night.

http://www.tpburl.com/zxds8k

“fitz and the dizzyspells” - andrew bird with Mucca pazza

Currently on tour to promote his fifth studio album Noble Beast, singer, 

songwriter, whistler, guitarist, glockenspielist – in short, all-around indie 

Renaissance Man Andrew Bird played two nights at the Civic Opera 

House last weekend.  If you missed the show, be sure to check out the 

video for “Fitz and the Dizzyspells.”  Filmed at The Hideout, it features 

local circus punk marching band Mucca Pazza.

http://www.tpburl.com/z002pw

PhoTos

reading is hard. pictures are pretty. submit your breathtaking 
photos to photos@theprintedblog.com.

Matt brinkley  | tpburl.com/5srqjb

Ads

want to tell our readers about your business? our ads are 
cheap and hyper-local. to see ad rates and how adVertising with 
the printed blog will help your business, write adVertising@
theprintedblog.com.

the dead and the dying: 15 
bands we wish wouldn’t reunite
by Andy Phillips | 4/14/09 | flavorwire  tpburl.com/32rh0p 
 It was bad enough when Blind Melon popped up without bee-suit-loving singer Shannon 
Hoon, but the Grateful Dead without Jerry Garcia? Are you insane? Between that news and the 
ongoing Smashing Pumpkins fiasco (one original member isn’t a reunion, Billy; it’s you…solo… 
sucking), we’re putting the kabosh on the E-Z Pass reunion. After the jump, 15 acts we wish 
wouldn’t reunite, with or without their original members (but are doing it anyway). Feel free to 
add your own two cents in the comments.

1. Limp Bizkit 

2. Blink-182

3. Soul Asylum

4. Fastball

5. 311

6. Manowar

7. The Beatles

8. Fear Factor

9. Bad Company

10. J Geils Band 

11.  The Dead 

12. Biohazard

13. Primus

14. The Get Up Kids

15. The Smashing Pumpkins

Blogs

got something to say? submit your blog for publication to bloggers@
theprintedblog.com. we won’t giVe you money (actually, we will, but 
it’s not much, yet), but we will giVe you a sweet html badge.

MusiC

ChirP off

@theprintedblog asked: if you could haVe your picture taken 
with anyone, who would it be and why? 

@lensimpressions I would get my picture taken with Michelle Obama because she always 

looks so stylish!

@dudeitsbex Amy Winehouse. Because standing next to her, I’d look really good.

@ianthealy I’d like to be photographed in a compromising position with Oprah 

Winfrey so I could blackmail her.

@msdarkstar Stephan Pastis who draws the comic Pearls Before Swine because he’d be 

awesome to hang out with, even briefly!

@vaginadrum I would have my picture taken with Ray Romano 15 yrs ago so I could 

kick him in the balls in advance for Everybody Loves Ray

@arielleblogs GOD. Autographed. Imagine how much money I could get for a signed 

picture of God.

@small_town_girl Barry Manilow, if it weren’t for his song Mandy, I would have been a 

Heather.

@tjwrighter Probably Paul McCartney, because he is also the person I would meet if I 

got to choose. Do we get a photo op and a chat?

@allthingsphil Marilyn Manson, so that in this crazed state I’m in that grad school has 

caused, I’ll be in good company.

@ihatesomuch probably Barack Obama because everyone would be super jealous.

we post a question from our twitter feed in eVery issue of the 
printed blog. post your answer to our questions and you might be 
featured in our next issue! you’ll be famous! to respond to our 
weekly inquiry, Visit twitter.com/theprintedblog.
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Lombardi’s Pizza

Categories: Pizza
Location: 32 Sping St, New York, NY 10012
tpburl.com/zmy0ch

Joolie T. says, “i've been here three times in the last month.

 why? 
- my friends are bananas about this place. 
- it's damned good. 
- tourism is fun sometimes
- it's near all the clubs/bars i've been going to lately. 
- it's the only place we can think of in this area.
- spinach... mmmmMmmmm

my main rant about this place is the sauce. now, i say, "that's WEAKSAUCE!" (derived from a 
Westcoast slang) a lot... but damns, yo. Lombardi's does have "WEAKSAUCE!" 

New York pizza or not... what would i know? i come from a land of caviar and frou-frou toppings 
of good ol' West. but it's good. damned good.”

ani difranco 
tarrytown music hall
tpburl.com/sdnbxc

The Birthday massacre
highline ballroom
tpburl.com/3d71s6

The ap Tour 2009
the fillmore - irving plaza
tpburl.com/fdj380

classic albums live: 
led Zeppelin Iv
the Concert hall at the ny 
society for ethical Culture
tpburl.com/w35mv8

Bamboozle roadshow with 
we the kings
Crazy donkey bar and grill
tpburl.com/vb90ws

shiny Toy guns
webster hall
tpburl.com/tx8pd1

cinema Bizarre, after 
midnight project, evenine 
highline ballroom
tpburl.com/yhqf72

stay In school concert feat. 
Jim Jones and souljaBoy
westchester County Center
tpburl.com/j9584t
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bEginnEr’S mind: SEEing thE city FOr thE FirSt timE...AgAin
by Jennifer Egert, Ph.d | 4/14/09 | Urban mindfulness  tpburl.com/gmhj8s
 When I was in high school, I thought there was nothing like the city. My mother com-
muted for work, and we had a deal. The Long Island Railroad pass was hers during the week, but 
mine on the weekend. I would take the train, go to a drawing class and after, head to Washing-
ton Square Park. There, I would meet up with friends, take photographs, listen to the musicians, 
meet new people. The city was full of wonder, and excitement, and offered endless opportunity 
for adventure or at least something out of the ordinary. I’ve been realizing lately that I’ve lost 
that wonder. Instead of feeling connected to excitement, the city has felt like a weight. The ob-
stacle course of getting to work in the morning, the crowds, the noise. It can feel like too much 
to take in.
 There is nothing like getting away from the city to give you a fresh start. I was on the West 
Coast the other week, wondering what I was doing living in the concrete canyon when I could 
be surrounded by the Olympic Mountains or living at the beach. Surely that would be a better 
environment, at least more peaceful. A friend who had never been to New York asked me what I 
loved about it. The question really struck me. I realized that lately, I have been focused so much 
about what is hard about city life, but I haven’t really thought much about why I was choos-
ing to be in the city in the first place. As I answered his question, sharing all the things that I 
love about city life, the activity 24/7, the diversity of New Yorkers all “in it together,” how it is 
strange, and fun, and creative, and exciting, a part of myself connected to that high school kid 
who couldn’t wait to take the commuter pass.
 I was reminded of “beginner’s mind,“ the idea in mindfulness of seeing things as if for the 
first time, like a child does when encountering something new. When was the last time I took 
a beginner’s attitude to city life? Often we let our past experience and knowledge interfere with 
experiencing the moment as it is. So, one night, after work, I sat on a bench on the mall in the 
middle of Broadway, and watched the city go by, with beginner’s eyes… and ears… and nose… 
and body. Wondrous.

 Ideas for cultivating beginner’s mind:
•	 Pick a spot, someplace you find yourself on a regular basis. Take a seat for about 20 min-

utes. Sense your body. Listen to the sounds around you. Look around. Notice the sites, the 
people walking by. Look up. Look down. What do you see that perhaps you hadn’t noticed 
before?

•	 Take a different route to work: try another train or the bus. Walk a different route.

•	 Spend time with a child doing something you’ve done a million times (e.g., play a game, 
cook or bake, or go to a park). With your full attention, watch how the child reacts to the 
experience.

•	 Take a walk in your neighborhood and bring a camera. Study the pictures later. What do 
you see in the photographs that you might not have noticed when you were walking?

•	 Go to a restaurant or café, someplace where you go all the time, and order what you always 
order. Before you eat your meal or drink your drink, take a deep breath. Notice your envi-
ronment. Have an awareness of the smells in the restaurant, the sounds. Then have your 
meal.

•	 Go someplace around town that you “keep meaning to go.” Cross a bridge! Go through a 
tunnel!

 If you are interested in reading more about beginner’s mind, see:
•	 Zen Mind, Beginner’s Mind by Shunryu Suzuki

•	 Full Catastrophe Living: Using the Wisdom of your Body and Mind to Face Stress, Pain and 
Illness by Jon Kabat-Zinn

•	  Mindfulness for Beginners: An Audiobook by Jon Kabat-Zinn

rock of ages shakes up 
Broadway
by James Sims | 4/8/09 | SimsScoop  tpburl.com/hg0tbn
 MTV left Times Square without actual music far too long ago, so it’s a welcome treat to 
have “Rock of Ages” usher the era of 80s rock back into Midtown. Big hair, scantily clad chicks 
and guitar solos are on full display thanks to Chris D’Arienzo’s new musical, now on Broadway 
following a run at the New World Stages.
 Leave your blue-haired grandmothers at home. There’s no Sondheim here. This show is 
unafraid to embrace its porn-style plot line and pure guilty pleasure status. If only more shows 
were so comfortable in their own skins. On second thought, there might only be room for one 
“Rock of Ages” each season. We can’t have Broadway getting too hip. Plus, it takes a certain kind 
of gravitas to pull off pleather and lace.
 You can almost smell the Coors Light seeping from the fictional Sunset Strip club The 
Bourbon Room. Although, that might actually be the beer served by an energetic wait staff at 
the Brooks Atkinson Theatre. Or perhaps the wine coolers knocked back on stage.
 And what respectable 80s rock fest could get by without brightly colored leotards and 
headbands? Cue the Olivia Newton-John workout videos.
 The entire musical is built upon memorable 80s rock songs, including such perennial 
favorites as “Cum on Feel the Noize” by Quiet Riot, “Renegade” by Styx, “Every Rose Has Its 
Thorn” by Poison and the song no musical should be without, “Don’t Stop Believin” by Journey.
 “Rock of Ages,” under the choice direction of Kristin Hanggi, tells quite a simple story. 
Los Angeles boy, Drew, meets a naïve girl, Sherrie, from America’s flyover territory. Girl falls 
for an aging rock star before resorting to the steady profession of stripping. Meanwhile, boy 
gets too cool for school until he realizes he can’t live without an Arby’s sandwich, and the girl. 
With Steve Perry’s “Oh Sherrie” blaring, the two live happily ever after, in the neon glow of the 
Sunset Strip.
 The motley crew of actors making up this jukebox musical are clearly enjoying themselves 
each night. Mitchell Jarvis, as the excitable narrator Lonny, is witty enough to pull off this 
Jack Black styled role with a tongue-in-cheek sensibility. His character spends most of the show 
providing snarky commentary as he watches Drew (Constantine Maroulis) pine over Sherrie 
(Amy Spanger).
 Maroulis and Spanger work off of each other well, which is fortunate as Spanger is a new 
addition to “Rock of Ages” since its Broadway transfer. James Carpinello is another replacement 
in the new production, although he is filling the shoes of Will Swenson who opted to be in the 
revival of “Hair.” It makes for an unfortunate comparison, but Carpinello, as the fading rocker 
Stacee Jaxx, is able to keep things entertaining enough.
 Along with perfectly quirky performances from Lauren Molina, Paul Schoeffler and 
Wesley Taylor, all playing roles pivotal to the secondary story concerning the Bourbon Room’s 
demolition, the production holds up well under the weight of Broadway.
 Not everyone will find the huge serving of 80s nostalgia and rock anthems appealing, but 
those tired of yet another revival might just discover their own golden ticket to the Broadway 
experience. In a time when theatre producers are checking pay phones for loose change, a guilty 
pleasure like “Rock of Ages” has potential to draw in the untraditional theatergoer, a patron that 
reads Perez Hilton rather than the New York Times.

midgEt VS. mAScOtS: Win PrE-ScrEEning PArty tix & mOViE 
SignEd by ScOttiE PiPPEn And gAry cOLEmAn
by the bachelor guy | 4/14/09 | the bachelor guy  tpburl.com/1qtf2z 
 “A Borat-meets-Jackass shockumentary where five little people and five mascots battle for 
$1 million each in competitions like ‘how few insults does it take to get punched in a bar’ and 
‘alligator wrestling’”...
 That’s how Midgets vs. Mascots, a new movie premiering at the Tribeca Film Festival in a 
couple of weeks, was described to me. The fact that it was shot guerilla-style without much of a 
script, is about as un-politically correct as you can be, and also stars such random celebs
as Gary Coleman, Ron Jeremy and even Scottie Pippen, all point to huge expectations of 
hilarity. (The unrated video clip below should give you some idea what you’re in for.)
 Because I’ve always got you covered, I’ve got five pairs of tickets to the movie AND 
exclusive pre-screening party to give away. Along with some movie posters signed by Gary 
Coleman and Scottie Pippen. (Forget Pippen and Jordan memorabilia... this is much more 
valuable.)
 Here’s the deal: On Sunday, April 26th the movie is being screened in NYC at 2pm at the 
festival. From 12:30-1:30, there is an invitation-only party with free beer and tequila shots, 
some of the actors from the film, and a strong possibility Coleman and Pippen will be there. 
(They’ve committed to it, but you know how that goes, so I’m not going to make any empty 
promises. but I’m told it’s 99% sure. Plus where the hell else does Coleman have to be?) Five of 
you will win tickets to the party and the movie screening... and a signed movie poster.
 BUT - and this is important - you must live in or around NYC in order to win those tix. 
Your name will be “on the list,” and you’ll have to show ID to get in, so you can’t flip the tix to 
a buddy who lives in NYC and keep the poster.
 So, since I don’t like limiting my contests, I’m also giving away three of the signed movie 
posters. And you can live anywhere to score one of those.
 All you need to do to win the party and screening tix, and possibly do tequila shots with 
Gary Coleman, is enter your email addy here. You have to have a NY area addy to win those. 
And the reps will contact you to get all your info.
 (If you don’t win, and still want to hit the party and see the movie, or any other movies in 
the festival, you can buy tix. Get the info here.)
 To enter to win one of the signed movie posters, enter your email addy here.
 (Feel free to enter both contests.)
 And for more clips, pics and info on the movie, go to www.midgetsvsmascots.com
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